
QUESTIONS: 

What we can see in this picture?
How do you think the artist might feel about this place? Why?

How has this artist used colour to convey meaning?
How has this artist created depth/perspective?

What materials and/or techniques has this artist used? (Suggested answers: oil paints)
What does this artwork make you think, feel and wonder?

Artwork information: Daubigny’s Garden, Vincent van Gogh, 1890, Auvers-sur-oise, France.  
Style: Post-Impressionism

Artist quote: “It is profoundly beautiful, it is the real country, characteristic and picturesque.”

Source: https://www.wikiart.org/en/vincent-van-gogh/daubigny-s-garden-1890



QUESTIONS: 

What we can see in this picture?
How do you think the artist might feel about this place? Why?

How has this artist used colour to convey meaning?
How has this artist created depth/perspective?

What materials and/or techniques has this artist used? (Suggested answer: woodcut)
What does this artwork make you think, feel and wonder?

Artwork information: Fuji, Mountains in clear Weather (Red Fuji), Katsushika Hokusai, 1831. 
Style: Ukiyo-e

Background information: This was one of prints from the series called Thirty-Six Views of 
Mount Fuji that helped secure Hokusai’s fame both in Japan and around the world. Hokusai was 
infatuated with Mount Fuji, not just because he admired its beauty: Hokusai also believed that 

there was a secret source of immortality on the mountain.

Source: https://www.wikiart.org/en/katsushika-hokusai/fuji-mountains-in-clear-weather-1831



QUESTIONS: 

What we can see in this picture?
How do you think the artist might feel about this place? Why?

How has this artist used colour to convey meaning?
How has this artist created depth/perspective?

What materials and/or techniques has this artist used? (Suggested answer: oil paints)
What does this artwork make you think, feel and wonder?

Artwork information: Mont Sainte-Victoire, Paul Cezanne, c.1895. Style: Post-Impressionism

Background information: This painting shows the landscape around Cezanne’s home in  
Aix-en-Provence (France), where he spent many of his later years. Through his time there he 

developed a special relationship with this landscape and painted the area many times, especially 
the mountain featured in this painting.

Source: https://www.wikiart.org/en/paul-cezanne/mont-sainte-victoire-3
 



QUESTIONS: 

What we can see in this picture?
How do you think the artist might feel about this place? Why?

How has this artist used colour to convey meaning?
How has this artist created depth/perspective?

What materials and/or techniques has this artist used?  
(Suggested answer: watercolour over pencil)

What does this artwork make you think, feel and wonder?

Artwork information: Eastern Road, Turramurra, Grace Cossington Smith, 1926. Style: Cubism, 
Post-Impressionism

Background information: During the 1920s Grace Cossington Smith did many paintings of 
the Sydney suburb of Turramurra where she lived. The road in this painting - Eastern Road - was 

close to her family home and the hilly nature of the road allowed her to create a picture with 
great space and distance. 

Source: https://www.wikiart.org/en/grace-cossington-smith/eastern-road-turramurra-1926



QUESTIONS: 

What we can see in this picture?
How do you think the artist might feel about this place? Why?

How has this artist used colour to convey meaning?
How has this artist created depth/perspective?

What materials and/or techniques has this artist used?  
(Suggested answer: oil paints)

What does this artwork make you think, feel and wonder?

Artwork information: Golden Summer, Eaglemont by Arthur Streeton, 1889.  
Style: Impressionism

Artist quote: About painting the Australian landscape, Streeton stated: “I sit here in the upper 
circle surrounded by copper and gold, and smile with joy under my fly net as all the light, glory 
and quivering brightness passes slowly and freely before my eyes. Nothing happier than this. I 

shout and laugh at my immense wealth, all free and without responsibility. Who could steal this 
from me? No one. Oh that I could roll some up - as at present.”

Source: https://www.wikiart.org/en/grace-cossington-smith/eastern-road-turramurra-1926


